HAEMOGLOBIN PLUS
THE BLOOD TONIC

Addresses all the factors and the nutrients that the blood requires to be maintained at all times in peak condition. The prevention off a low blood count ensures optimum oxygen transfer and gives enhanced performance at critical times. The product is unique in its inclusion of pure haemoglobin and its ability to ensure the rapid elevation of the dog’s haemoglobin level. It is ideally suited for administration to dogs suffering from anaemia, viral infections and other debilitating conditions and for breeding and performance dogs.

PURIFY
THE ULTIMATE LIQUID DETOXIFIER

Scientifically researched Phyto-nutrients in combination with multiple micro-nutrients, provides the basis of a unique formulation that is fast-acting and multi-functional in its properties: Detoxification of the Liver, Kidneys, Blood and the entire Digestive Environment Organ cleansing and support, regenerative and restorative Enhanced Blood production and Bone Marrow support Effects of Stress reduced, whatever the cause Red Blood Cell production enhanced Recovery times from illness greatly reduced Immune system boosted & the fight against pathogens, greatly enhanced.

TRACE-PLUS
"The Building Block to the Future"

The high performance supplement to meet the needs of puppies, adult dogs, brood bitches and racing dogs in training. There is no better way to assist the ongoing health, well-being and maintenance of the good condition of your dogs. TRACE-PLUS is a scientifically balanced formulation that contains over 22 essential Vitamins & Minerals. These ensure that dogs of all ages and condition have a full spectrum of nutrients to ensure optimum development and condition.

TRAINER'S SPECIAL

For the racing greyhound the availability of energy is crucial throughout he race. This product has been scientifically formulated with the addition of a natural molecular level FOOD CONVERSION ingredients that guarantee optimum energy and nutrition absorption from all food and supplements. Natural Vitamin E and Nutraceuticals, are included in this special preparation available in a convenient powdered form.

This product has crucial affects in the following areas:
- Food Conversion (F.C.R.)
- Digestive Disturbances
- Reduced Joint Problem
- Blood Parameters

Contains highly biologically active and effective components including METAL AMINO ACID CHELATES (M.A.A.C.), PHYTONUTRIENTS & scFOS for digestive disturbance. Probiotic ingredients help maintain intestinal integrity through elevating Bifidobacterium levels and pH control.

VOIDING POWDERS

A well established preparation to assist in the maintenance of healthy Kidneys & Digestive Organs. They are a gentle and effective method eliminating many waste products, minimising the danger of eruptions and blood impurities. The system is invigorated and potentially injurious results caused by over exertion or improper feeding minimised. Expertly formulated, to meet the Professional Greyhounds needs.

TISSUE REPAIR

A readily absorbed oil-in-water emulsion containing a large number of highly effective natural plant ingredients and extracts. The product will be found very efficient in treating all types of external problems and especially in those “difficult to heal” situations. Insect repellent and semi-water-proof characteristics make this an essential product for the greyhound own “first-aid box”.

STAMINO

The natural supplement to provide the performance dog with that extra spark of energy. Provided in a handy capsule for ease of administration. STAMINO will aid the efficient utilisation of the dog’s stored energy. Enzyme Q10 required in the energy production by Adenosine Triphosphate (ATP) is included in these capsules for that function. The efficiency of energy release has been linked to a natural compound -Octosanol, which works by increasing oxygen utilisation. This is also included as part of a complete energy release product. Additionally, STAMINO helps increase aerobic endurance and is a powerful cardio-vascular tonic.
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TRAINER'S SPECIAL

This unique GEL has been formulated to aid in the reduction of dehydration and in the prevention of stress. It comes in a handy syringe for accurate and easy dosing. The product is formulated in an energy rich base to replace the vital salts lost during exercise, travel or other stressful events. These essential body salts can be provided either prior to a racing event, before kennelling or after a race.

The only minerals included in the product are the highly bio-available METAL AMINO ACID CHELATES (M.A.A.C.) as part of the balanced composition. This Product is the essential accompaniment for Professional Greyhounds and when it is provided before a race could contribute a useful level of pre-energy. Water should always be available at these times.

SUPER 'E' PLUS

Prevents the onset of muscle damage and fatigue whilst meeting the high energy demands of the racing Greyhounds' muscles. High potency Vitamin E in conjunction with Selenium and the amino acids Lysine and Methionine provide an essential supplement for dogs being fed cereal and meat/tripe diets. This balanced formulation in an easily digestible glucose base, make it the effective product your dog's will repeatedly want.

IMMUNE-PLUS POWDER

Formulated to specifically enhance the natural immune system of the Greyhound by elevating the "T killer Cell" levels thereby assisting the body to fight infections disease. Immune-Plus additionally improves the overall efficiency of the Digestion Process, by the detoxification of the body and purification of the digestive system to maximise the absorption of all nutrients. With the Liver being strengthened, this frees the immune system to fight a broad spectum of pathogens - both bacterial and viral.

Summarising:
- Strengthens the Immune System
- Lowers Neutrophil Levels
- Increases Disease Resistance
- Detoxifies the Liver & Fights Invading Viruses
- Stimulate Red Blood Cell production
- Detoxifies the Bowels and improves Protein Utilisation
- Has Natural Anti-oxidation properties

The Phyto-nutrients included play a crucial role.